Pharmacy Faculty Town Hall

Wednesday, January 29, 2003

12:45 – 1:10  ice cream, cookies, coffee and calistoga in the foyer—mingle with your colleagues

1:10 – 1:50  input on Long Range Development Plan
  ◆ survey results
  ◆ discussion

1:50 – 2:10  news you can use
  ◆ student leaders
  ◆ phased retirement
  ◆ Mission Bay’s first faculty
  ◆ consent calendar (11/7/02 minutes-Attachment 1)

2:10 – 2:20  staying in touch

2:20 – 2:45  curriculum change proposal for Pharmaceutical Care Pathway - Steve Kahl
  ◆ proposal-Attachment 2

2:45 – 3:00  the dean